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Throughout, R will denote a nonzero ring with .identity,. and.At ...vJ:::· denote the
category of unitary Jeft R-rrlodules. If C is a small category, then theR-cohomo-.
logical dimension of C is defined as
cdRC = sup{k Ilimk¢ O}
where Jimk denotes the kth right derived functor of the (inverse) limit functor
lim: .Jlc.....Jl.
Equivalently, cdRC can be defined as theprojeetive dimension of~, the constant
functor with value R 1 considered as an object of the-functor category ..Ii,c.. (See, for
example, [4. p, 67].) 'Vhen C is a group, considered as.a category wi~ one object,
the above agrees with the usual definition of the c:obomological dimension of a
group. The theorem of Stallings [6) and ~wan[7J, characterizing free groups as
those of Z-cohomological ,dimension one, then Jll:Ses the question 'as to what
cohomological dimension one means for other classes of.small categories, and in
particular, partially ordered sets ..
We shall denote the following poset by CI!" (n ~ 2). (see Fig. I), Here and
elsewhereposets are ordered downwards, so that q Is-terminal in the diagram. (1).
ea e2 eJ e.-t en.
PI
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Theorem 1. Let C be a poset with' the descending chain condition, and let R be" any
nonzero ring. Then cdRC~ 2 if and only iffor some n ;::a: 2. C contains ell ,2$ a retract
in the category ofpartially ordered sets and order preserving maps.
The chain condition cannot be removed. since there are totally ordered sets of
arbitrarily large cohomological dimension [5J. whereas a totally ordered set
obviously cannot contain en as a retract..
InSection 1 we shall prove Theorem 1. In Section 2 we shall give an alternative
proof of a theorem of Cheng [I} which provides a simple algorithm for determining
when a finite' poset has cohomological dimension one. This does not follow from
Theorem 1t although we shall be employing a retract argument here as well. In
Section 3 we shan extend a result of [3] on posers which have the "property that
passage to the functor category raises global dimension by at most two. The
theorem was proved for finite posets in [3]. but using Theorem 1 we can extend the
result to posets with the property that between any pair of elements there is a finite
bound on the lengths of chains:
1. Proof of Theorem 1
We shall say that p precedes q in a poset C if P~q.
Let C be a posetwith the dec. Wedefine by transfinite induction the height of an
element q as follows. The elements of height 0 are the minimal elements. Suppose
that we have said which elements have height a for all ordinals a less than 13. Then
q has height f3 jf it does not have height a for some a < p,whereas for all p <q we
have height p = a for some a < {3. Using the minimum condition. it is clear that
every element has a unique height.
Let p be an element (object) of the poset C (not necessarily with dec). We sh311
let
SlI:.Jl-..JlC
denote the left adjoint of the pth evaluation functor Dt-+D(p). Then we have
Sp(M)(q)=M ifq~p~
.= 0 otherwise.
We observe that Sp preserves projective resolutions since it is exact and its right
adjoint is exact. If D is any object of ..ftc, let Ap-JoD(p) be an epimorphism in.Jl.
Then we obtain an induced epimorphism in .Me
ffi Sp(Ap)-Jo D
pEe
which splits if D is projective. Thus we see that the projectives of the functor
category are the retracts of the objects cf the form
(2)
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wilh A" a projective 'R-mcdule Cor all p.' We shall nowshow, among other things.
that if C has the dec, then any .retract of an object of the form (2) is of the same
form. Here we do not assume that the A" arc projective.
First observe that if D is of the form (2), then the values of D are given by
From this one sees immediately that D bas the following three properties,
I. Ifp~q, then D(p):+D(q) is amonomorpbisni.
II. The module rJ'<IID(p), considered as a submodule of D(q) in ":f~" :Jf l~ is a
retract of D (q).
III. If PI, P2, ••• , p,.. precede some element q in C, then considering ai= .rodules
as submodules of D (q), the natural inclusion
"L D(v)~ D(p,~("\ L D(Pi)
ot;V 1-2
is an equality, where ve V means v~PI and lui:; Pi for some I~ 2~ i~n.
Lemma 2. If C has 1I~·e dec, then D has the form (2) if and only if D stJtisfi~s I. II
and III.
Proof. We have already seen the "only if" direction without l:yPolhesis on C. N~)\\:
suppose that D satisfies I, II, and III. By 11, we ~y choose for, each q E C' iI
complement All in D(q) for L,,<qD(p). The inclusions AII - · D(q) then induce a
map
which we shalt show is an isomorphism. The fact that E is a m~n~Clol,?:lism does
not even use the dec. For consider
Suppose that £4<L"-1 a,)= 0 with Q, eA", and a, # O. Assume PI is maximal among
the PI. Then we have the.relation
"a.=- L a,
1-2
in D(q), and so from condition 'Ill',and maximality of, Pit' we see that, ale
~ . • ~ .. ' • .J I ' .... ~ '\ _.,..... __ • • . .. j, - •
Lo<pi1?(v)., B~t ~h~'C:on~~i.C!S, tb~'r~c(th~t ;4;, ,is-~.~~pl~~enffor.ro~p.D{~),
'... ... • • -"I ..... \ " ..." I J • '\,.. • .... ' ..
and so we have established that E is a monomorphism. On'die other hand if C has
the dec, titeri it follo'ws by ~n ·cas·y iri(i~cti~h o~ri:'tJi~' heijb't ~o{q~" ~iDg "th~~definiticiq
of the All' that eo is an epimol'phism'for all ~•.;ThiS Droves we lemma.
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Corollary 3. If C has the dec, then any retract of an object of the form (2) i.rof th«
same form. In particular, the projectives olJi C are the objects of the form (2) with A p
projective for all p.
Proof. All maps involved in condition III 11, and III are values. of natural trans-
formations. Therefore any retract of an object satisfying taese conditions also
satisfies them, and so the result follows from Lemma 2.
If C is a poset and q e Ct let Cq denote the full subset (subcategory) of all
elements p such that p ~q. It is dear that if De A C, then D satisfies IJI Il, and III if
and only if D rc, satisfies I, II, and III for all q. From this we obtain:
Corollary 4. If C has the dec, then an object of .Jle is projective if and only if its
restriction to Cq is projective jor all q E C. Hence, denotingprojective dimension by pd,
we haoe
pdD =sup pdD ICq
q
for all objects D of C. In particular..
cdRC =sup cdr-e.q.
q
Remark. Corollary 4 can be proved for aU posets. However Lemma 2 is not valid
without the dec. We do not know if Corollary 3 is valid without the dec.
Lemma S. Let C be any poset, and consider a short exact sequence in.Jt c
O...N-+P.-+AR~O
with P projective. Then N satisfies I and II.
Proof. It is clear that any subobject of an object which satisfies I has the same
property, and so N sati: fies I. To verify II, by Schanuel's lemma, it suffices to show
it for any exact sequence of the given form. In particular.. consider the exact
sequence
where the domain of .Eq can be considered as the free R-modu]e with generators p
where p.~ q; and e, sums coefficients. Ther. N(q) is a free R -module with genera-
tr~"5".p- -q with P<q. We construct another basis for N(q) which is more suited to.
our purpose~ Let K be the set of-components of the fullsubset consisting of those
elements p with p < q, and choose an element Pic E k for each k E K. Then
{P-Plc Ip Ek~p :;CPlu k eK}u{pk-q·! k eX}
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is easily seen to be a basis for N(q}.:MorcO~i::r:·L.<4N(p) is just. the submodule of
N(q) generated by the' basis elements of ibeifonn P-P.," and it" follows that N
satisfies II. This provesthe lemma.
The notation in the foUowing.lemma refers to Fig. 1.
Lemma 6. Suppose that the poses C contitlns C. as a subcategory.
(a) Ifn = 2, then C contains Cz as a retract ;fand only if~1 and 1!2. are in different
components ofthefull subset consisting of ,.-Ii v with v E;PI and v~P2."
(b) If n = 3, then C contains CJ as Q retract if I and only II there is no e e C
satisfying e E; Pi, 1:G i ~z.
(c) If n > 3, then C contains ell as Q retract if and only if there is no e E C
sadsfyinge~p. and e:GPi with l<j-i<n-l.
Proof. The "only if" parts, wbic.l we do not need in anycase, are left to the reader..
(a) We define a map r:C-1oC~ asfollows..
1. Ifp ~PI and p ~P2, then;, (p) is el or ez depending on whether or not p is in
the component of L!Jin tv Jtp~Ph V ~P2}.
2. If p precedes: just one 'of PI or P2; then r(p) iswhich ever one it precedes.
3. r{p) = q otherwise:
Then it is clear that r is order preserving and restricted to Cz yields the identity.
(b) and (c) Define r: C-+ CII as 10110\\'5.
1. If p. precedes a pair of tbe Pit then F(p) is that ei which precedes the same
pair.
2. Ifp precedes just one of the Pi, then r(p) is that Pi..
3. t(p) =q otherwise..
Again it is clear that, is order preserving and restricted to ell'yields the identity.
Proof" Consider the exact sequence
It
O-+N~ ED Se,(R)--AR ~O..
' .. I
We have
£1 .-ez :; (et - ell)+ (elt - ell_:)+. · .. + (el - c!'2)
and consequently
It
el-eZ€I'l(Pl)n L'N(PI)'
i ...2
However the only u"s satlsfying tJ ~Pl and 0 ~Pi fc, ....ome t, 2~; :lin. are el and e%..
Sinre N(e,) = 0 (or 1:G i =5i n, ~ve have
el-e2~· L N(v).
iJ~V
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Consequently N does not satisfy condition III, and so N is not projective. On the
other hand we have an exact sequence
"O~S4(R)-+ EB Sjt(R)-+!v·-+·O IO
1..1
and it follows that pd AR = 2, as required.
Lemma 8. If D isa retract of C in~at, then CdR D~CdR C.
Proof. If D-f' C-+D is the identity, then
.Jl D -. .JiC -fiAtD
is the identity, and both functors are exact. Moreover JR goes to AR under
..ItD -+.Me. The result is an easy consequence of these facts (see, e.g., r4, .Lemma
9.6]).
Proof of Theorem 1. If C contains en as a retract, then it follows from Lemmas 7
and 8 tbat cdRC~2.This does not use the dec.
Conversely. suppose that CdRC~2.Consider the short exact sequence
O·+N --+ EB Sp(R).... .dR ..;.0.
pee
as in Lemma 5. By Lemma 5 we know that N satisfies I and II. Since the values of N
are projective, but N is -iot projective, by Lemma 2 this means that N does not
satisfy III. Therefore there are elements Ph .•. l' Pn preceding a common element q
such that the inclusion
n
r N(v)sN(pl)n L N(Pi)
rE\-O 1-2
(3)
is proper, where v E V means v~Pt and v ~Pi for some i, 2 ~;~ n..We assume that
n is as small as possible. Let x be an element of the right side of (3) but not the left
side. Write
with 'IE Rand e/e C.. Since x eN(PI), we have eJ~Pb 1 ':fS;.j~m and LI) = o. Let C'
be the full subset of C consisting of those elements p such that p ~Pii for some i,
2:5; j~ n, We claim that C~ is connected. For since x e r;.2.N (Pi), we have e,E C',
1~ j :e= m, and so if e" • ;0 .. t e/c are on one side of a partition of C' and ek+I, .... t em
are on the other, then we have
Ie: m
r 1: 'ttl + L Tjt/
/-1 /-1:+1
(4)
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with L:-ll) =0= Lj'Z,k.+J'/' SillCC x'is not in L.Y'f~(lJ)t ~e same is true.efat.teast
one ot"the sums on .the right 0[(4). Howeverthiseontradletsebe tJjjnimatityof~"
Now let us write
x =: 'l(el-eZ)+(rt +(2)(e:!.--e3)+ • ~.-f(ri,+". "+r.~l)Ce"-l':-¢'")"
Since x is not in LtlEVN(V), the same is. trueof at least cne 4)of 1C:~ ej-ej+i. say
e1- e» Suppose the Pi are numbered so that ez<·P2; and i el <P... Since C (s
connected, we have a subset. of C ~f the form shown if .Fig; -i, "where
{P3t- ••• 11 P:-tJg {P311 - _- •• Pa-d; Then we· can write!
PI
,
t..:...)
Fig. 2.
and consequently
, .
el-e2EN(Pl)n r N(pD
i-Z
where for convenience we are writing p~ =P2 and P~=P•• By minimality ·of n, it
follows that t = n, and.by renumbering; we may assume that p~ = Ph oJ =e= i ~ n -!.
Thenwe have shown also that no element of C can precede a nonconsecutive pa"ir
" ' .
Pi. Pl with 2~i~n and 2=$j~n. Moreover,'if-:some eeC precedes butb PI and I"
for some l, 3 :!S; ; :!$ n ~ 1. then, writing
el ·e2=(el-e)+(e - ez).
we have at least one of ei-e and e -e";:. not in LtlEVN(V). "and an argument similar
to the above again contradlctsminimaliiy of n..-Likewise in'case n = 3;we see there
~. . ~
is no element e such that e :!l$ PI."-1 ~ ; ~.3.Jn· case ii -:.- 2. th~; assumetion that e·, and
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e1 are in the same component of {v Iv :5iPi and v ~p:zl leads to the contradiction
el-e2e~"livN{v).In view of Lemma 6]1' this completes the proof of Theorem 1.
Remark. For completeness we should distinguish between cohcmological dimen-
sions 0 and 1.. However. it is rather easy to see, by considering a splitting for the
augmentation
G) Sr(R)~.dR.
pee
that if C is any poset (not necessarily with the dec), then CdR C = 0 if and only if the
components of C an have an initial element. For the case R =Z. this result was
extended by LaudaJ [2] to all small categories C.
2. Fmite posets
Rec~11 that if p <q in a poset, then q is a cover for p. or p is a cocooer ior q, if
there is no element v such that p < v < q. The proofs of the following two lemmas,
which are simple applications af the equality (5) of the following section. may be
found in ttl.
Lemma9. Let C be a finite poset, and let q be an element with precisely one cocooer.
If C' is the full subset obtained by deleting q, then
CdRC' :;:: cdRC.
Lemma 10.. LeI C be a finite poser, and let p be a minimal element withprecisely one
cover. If C' is the full subset obtained by deleting p~ then cdRC' =:;'1 if and only if
cdRC~ 1.. Moreover, il OORCf ':F 0, then
efRe'~ cdRC.
In view of Lemma 9 and 10, we say that an element of a finite poset is superfluous
if it has precisely one cocover, or if it is minimal with precisely one cover. Let us
denote by Ee any poset obtained by iterating as many times as possible the process
of removing a superfluous element. The following posers C illustrate. where 1
denotes the one element poset,
EC=C
EC=l
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."In It] "it is shown that up to isomorphism c)fposers, Be is independent of the·way in
which superfluous elements are removed,' but this is not needed for the· theorem>
which follows.
We observe that if C is any poser, and C' is obtained by deleting 3D element p
with only one cover q, then C' is a retract of C. In fact, a retraction is obtained
simply by assigning e to p. Dually for coeovers. Thus if C i;finitct we see that ECis
a retract of C.
We observe also that if C is any poset, then Cq is aretract for any element q.
A retraction is had by sending alI elements not in eli' to q..
Theorem 11 (Cheng [In. Let C be a poset such that Cq is finite lor all q E Co. Then
cdRC~2 ifand only ifE(Cq)¢ 1 for some·qe C.
Proof. If E(Cq )= 1. for all qeC,'then by Lemmas 9 and 10 we have cdRCll~1 fOT
all q E C. Consequently by Corollary 4 we have cdRC~ 1.
Conversely, suppose E(Cq)jC 1 for some q; Since E(Cq ) is a retraetof ell and C4i'
is a retract of C, it suffices to prove the following lemma.
Lemma 12.. Lei C be a jiniteposet witha terminalelementq, such that eve,:! minimal
clement has at "least two covers and every, element ~"f height one has tu least two
cocouers. Then C contains en as a retract for some n ~2.
Proof. Let el be minimal and let PI be a cover for e.;,"" There must be some minimal
e2 other than el preceding Ph for otherwise PI would be of height one with only one
, - . .. .
cocover, There must be some cover P:t. of ez distinct from Pl~ C'Ne are not neces-
sarily saying that Pi is a cover for ell. Preeeedlngin this way, we construct infinite
sequences eIt e%• • • • t and Ph pz, .... -, where
(i) e, are all minimal.
(ii) Pi covers e, and. fol1ows e,+h
(iii) e, -:F el+l and Pi '# PI+l.
Since C is finite, there is a first index i such that either ei+l is a previous el or PHI is
a previous Pi. By reindexing, we now have distinct elements eh .... .. ,'e.. and
Ph . . . ., Pn (n == 2) such that
(i) e, are t'.'i r minlmal, .
(il) p", covers e, and follows e,+l, 1~ i <n,
(iii) p", covers e,.,. and foUows el.
We now Jet n be minimal with respect to the existence of. the .latter configuratlon
(n~ 2). With reference to figure (1)of Section.I, we claim that C eontalns C~ as a
-.. ... .
full subset, First.et can precede no other e, since thee, are minimal. If el precedes
some Pi with i ¢ 1~ n, theawe would contradict minimality of n.~SiJiillarly in case
n ;a= 3. if Pl precedes some other Pi, we again contradietmioimaliiY of n. More~vei,
in the case n = 2,. the assuniption PI < pz contradicts the fact tJiat pi is a cover for e2..
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Rotating subscripts, we see that. the index 1 can be replaced by any other. Index in
the argument. This proves fullness.
Now letn beminimal with respect to the existence ofa fun configuration (1) such
,
that thee, are minimal and Pt covers el. (\Ve are no longer requiring PI to. be a
cover for e, if ; > 1.) Suppose that there were an element e E C with e < pi,· e~<Pi'
and 1< j - i < n -1. Then there would be a minimal such element. Taking j -: ias
large as possible, we contradict rninimality of n. Moreover, if n == 3, then the
existence of e such that e :Ei pi, 1:=s;~3 again contradicts minimaJity of n. If If =211
then using fullness and the fact that Pt is a cover for eJ, we see that there is no
element v in C satisfying Cl < v, v:s; Pb and v !SPl. It follows that el and e: are in
different components of {v , v ~Ph V~P2}. The result now follows from Lemma 6.
3~ Global dimension
If S is an exact left adjoint Io- an exact functor T:ot -il>g) between abelian
categories, then
pdSB~pdB (5)
for all BE 91. This is obvious, of course, in the case where .st/ and fiJ have enough
projectives, since S preserves ;rojective resolutions. However it is true even when
there are not enough projectives, .ising the Yoneda construction of Ext to define
projective dimension. The inequality (5) is nn equality when the adjunction
B ~ TSB is a split monomorphism for all B. These and other facts pertaining to
projective and global dimension in abelian categories are summarized in
.
[4, Section 9].
Let us define a full subcategory C'E C to be a final subcategory ifwheneverp is
in C' and C(PI q).:: nonempty, q is also in C'. Then as an application of (5)~we have:
Lemma 13~ Let C' be a final subcategory of the small category CI and let :A be an
abelian category. Let S:.slC: -.-de be the functor which extends a diagram D:C'-+sI
by placingzero objects at those objects not in C. Then
pdSD=pdD.
Prool. S is left adjoint to the restriction functor 4 both functors are exact, and TS
is the identity.
Let p be an element of a poser CII and Jet A be an object of an abelian category
.st. The object of de with A at p and zero elsewhere wlU be denoted LpA.
Lemma 14. LeI C be a poser with a finitebound on the heights0/elements. 1/oJis an
abelian category with exact coproducts, then
pd D:5i sup pd L,JJ(p)
pt;C
for all objects D of.st£?
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Proof. By downward induction on the minimum height n of an element p such that
D(p) ¢: O. Consider the exact sequence
e
O....D'..D-+D~~O
where
D"(p) =D(p) if height p = n,
= 0 otherwise,
and E p is the identity if height p = n, Note that
and that
(6)
(7)
D'(p)=D{p) ifheigbtp >n~
=: 0 otherwise.
The assertion. for D then follows from the induction assumption. the exact
sequence (6). and the equality (7) in view of the fact that it;t~ abelian category with
exact coproducts, the projective f;;.@ension of-a coproduct isl.he s,L.ip of the pro-
jective dimension of the factors [4. lemma 9.S).
If .J is an abelian category with exact coproduets, then it is rather easy to show
that
pd LpA:s: pd LpZ+pd A
for any object A in st and any element p of the poset C. One simplywrites down a
projective resolution for LpZ in Abc, tensors everything with A. and invokes the
inequality (5) applied to the functor Sq:.s4 -it d C: (Sec [3" II. Theorem 3.4]). There-
fore, ifwe define
de= sup pd LpZ.
pEe
pdD~dC+suppdD{p)
p.c·
(8)
for Any D in ,sic. This is, of course, under the assumption that there is a finite
bound on the heights of elements of.C. However; usingCorollary 4, the argument
,. "p,...-
given .in [4. p. 90" 91) can be repeated verbatim to show that (8) is: valid.. more
generally for any poset C in ~bich there'iS a finlte bound '(P, q) on the len8ths of
chains between pairs of .ejer.n~mts p ~q,:-W~. shall.,~.such a poset an l ...poset.._~- .
Let !~II denote the poset obtained by adding an~in~QatelePlentpto..C.- (Fig.it).
'Ve note that'"':" isa finite.lattice for n'>2 (but noLOtfor n =2). Nowiti$ easy to see
-(,. .. ....... - .. ~ .... .
that if a pcset contains a complete lattice as :(full subset, then it eontains ifasa
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retract [4; Preposition 1~21.,ln particular, ifC'contain~Cn"as. a ful~,su~s~~_ ~or;n.?:~.
theri" it coiit1-~hs it as a retract. Incase n = i, one'must add 'to' the' fullness 'condiiioh
the'fl1~her condition :that there be 'rio element of C p'rece'di~g' boib'Pl'"a~:C:fpi~'~#d
foU~wing both el a~d'e2[4.Lemma 35.6]. (See 'Fig. ~1.)We' say t~at'C:~c~nta.ii,~,a
crown ifItcontains Cnas,a fullsubset for some n ~2. 'with, the aboveadditional
condition in case n = 2.
Theorem 15. Let d be an abelian category with exact coproducts, andfinite global,
dimension, and let C he an l-poset. Then
gl.dim. de~ 3 + gl.dim,~
lfand only if C contains a crown.
(9)
Prouf. If C contains a crown, then as we saw above, it, contains it as a retract. It
follows that
gl.dim. .stl:c~ gl.dim, de,..
But it is shown in [3. II, Theorem 3.81 that
• c:' .'gl.dim, d .. == 3+gl.dim. .st.
This proves sufficiency without ;any hypothesis on C or .9l.
Conversely, suppose that (9) holds, Because gl.dim. Jl1 is finite. from (8).we
obtain dC;:O;3. that is, pd LpZ~3 for some p E C. Consequently, in the exact
sequence
we have pd N ~ 2. But
Iv (v ) = Z foru > p,
= 0 otherwise.
and sob ,Lemma 13 and Theorem.i we see that {v Iv> p} contains Cit as a retract
for some n ~2. It follows that C contains a crown,
Remark 1. 'By duality, the theorem is also valid if exact coproducts are replaced by
exact products;
Remark '2.'"With .the hypothesis of thetheorem,. using-theremarkatthe.end of
Sectioi/l, one,can show similarly that
if and only if C contains
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as a full subset (hence~ since the diagram !s a lattice. as a retract), More-.overll
without any hypothesis on C and assumi~~anIy that.sf bas finite global dimension,
it is easy to see that
gl.dim, /4c;a:.l +gl.dim. st
if and only if C contains
I
as a (necessarily full) subset, that is, if and only If C is not discrete..
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